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Picton Rivers' Flood Review
1. introduction

I he people of Picton live on the floodplains of the Waitolli and Waikawa rivers and their
tribiitaries. These rivers pose a risk of flooding. in order to control this flooding risk Council
wishes to ensure that these rivers arc big enough to carry large tloods. A key question following
the Feb 2004 floods is - how larue?

It is only relatively recently in 1991 that legislation has defined that houses should have floor levels
set above a flood with a 2% chance o f occurring annually: or in more common .jargon a 1 in 50 year
return period Flood. Prior to that there was no formal legal standard.
Previous terminology used terms such as -grandfather tlood". and '-largest Ilood hillierto observed".

rhese were adopted in important situations where the consequences of flooding were significant.

Council has indicated that it is desirable for the Waitohi and Waikawa rivers be capable of carrying
a 1 in 100 year return period flood through the urban and industrial /oned areas o f Picton. as it has
adopted for the Taylor through Blenheim.

I lowever the determination of probable flood sizes iii a river is imprecise.
The best method is to have a lonu term record of water levels at a stable site on the river with flow

gaugings during many of the ilood events. Such flood gaugings measure the water velocity and
enable a rating relationship between water lewel and flow to be determined.

rhe Wairau River is one of the few rivers iii Marlborough with such a 45 year record and the size

.

of a I in 100 year flood cati be determined w'ith about 5 to 10% confidence.

There is no such long term flow record for the Waitohi or Waikawa and flood flow estimation has to
be by other less accurate means of rainfall, occasional flow· observations or (more recently developed)
regional characteristics. It could be noted tliat when the Wairau Valley scheme w·as designed 45 years
ago the information for flood design was limited mainly to rainfall and occasional flood tlow

observations. Compared to toda>'s detailed information the 1960 flood assessments were 20% low
for the Wairau, 100% too high for the Taylor and 40% too high for the Upper Opawa.
Nor are there long term Picton records of rainfall intensities for urbaii stormwater runoff
determination and pipe design.

This report details the best information we have at present on the flood h>drology and the various
river hydraulic analyses. However it should be noted that these flood flow estimations for the
Waitohi. Waikana and smaller stormwater tributaries will still have significant margins of error

because of the limited h>drological data available for anal>sis. This situation will continue for the
foreseeable future in the Picton area.

2. Waitohi River

2.1 Harbour Development Analysis 1970: Flood Hydrology
Prior to 1970 the Waitohi River and Kent Street tributary had a joint estuary virtually from Dublin
Street northwards. The Picton Borough Council carried out some norks on their channels to the
south to reduce flooding problems.
rhe then Marlborough Harbour Board port development in 1970 was to fill thisestuary area and

divert the combined Waitohi and Kent Street tributary through a 300 metre long large triple culvert
under the proposed what-yes.
The size of tlood to be catered for by this whar f culvert was a fundamental parameter. The level of
the wharves is Joine 1.5 metres higher than the lover levels of the Dublin Street industrial area

inland. The industrial area would flood if the wharf cuhert was not built large enough.
l'he Picton Borough Council retained C C Davidson to act on their behalf to audit the proposals of
lan MacAllan and Partners. the consulting engineers for the Marlborough Harbour Board.

Davidson had been previously Chief Engineer of the Marlborough Catchment Board. The
Catchment Board itself did not get involved although it may well have done under the then recent
legislation of the Water & Soil Conservation Act 1967.
Davidson carried out slope area flood flow measurements of the Wailohi and Kent Street rivers

combined ilows of 32 m*sec ( 1965) and 71 111'/see ( 1966). The May 1966 was a particularly large
flood along the east coast of Marlborough. The rainfall records at Koromiko and Picton Freezing
Works indicated the daily 225 mm rainfall was of a 1 iii 20 year return period. from which he

recommended this flood also be regarded as a 1 in 20 year event This then led to MacAllan and
Davidson agreeing to 80 m3/sec to be a 50 year return period event and to be used as the design size
for the culvert.

It should be noted that the correlation between flood flow and rainfall is not exact. In the

Marlborough Sounds the rainfall is influenced by hill topograph> that changes sharpl> over short

distances. lomlinson (1980) indicates the rainfall frequency recorded at Koromiko is some 50%

higher than that at the Picton Freezing Works site. Council's Boons Valley recorder installed in
1994 has a record similar to the Freezing Works site. It is not clear which would be the more
appropriate for the Waitohi.

Furthermore these rainfalls were daily rainfalls. The critical rainfall period for the Waitohi is two to
three hours (as iii 2004). Indications from other Marlborough detailed rainfall recorders (eg;
Wither Hills. Blenheim) were that the two to three hourly rainfall was less extreme than the daily
rainfall in tlie May 1966 event. I lad the tlow been only a 10 year return period event then the
implied 50 year return period Ilood would be nearly 100 ni'/see.

2.2 Waitohi Direct Flood Records
K Christensen of Council carried out detailed slope area measurement of the February 2004
Waitohi flood of 120 ni3/see for the main Waitcihi ami 10 mvsecs for the Kent Street tributary.

giving a total of 125 m3/sec to 130 m3/sec depending on the (unknown) degree of coincidence of
the peaks.
1 he July 1998 flood caused significant flooding and clearly was as big or bigger than the May ] 966
flood observed by Davidson.
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There is also a ;erbal, non-documented local report offlooding in the Picton industrial area in the
mid 1970s. The lack of Council fi le reference would suggest this Ilooding was more likel> to be
due to breakout of the Kent Street tribulary than inadequate size of the triple culvert to take the full
Wailohi. Given the lack of documentation it is unlikely that the tlood was as large as the Ma> 1966
nood.

Council established a water level recorderoti the Waitohi following the 1998 flood. I lo\\ever it is
tidal in all but the largest floods. has had no flood gaugings, and has had problems with siltation.

The period 1998 to 2003 has also been dew)id of significant floods, Its record therefore is of not
value.

Faken overall these direct records indicate three maior floods in last 40 years. the least of which
being assessed as 71 in'/sec. This is indicative that 71 m.1/sec may be approx a 15 year return

period event: witli an implication that a 50 year return period will be in excess of 90 mJ/sec.

2.3 Regional Flood Analysis
Flood estimation based on regional hydrological characteristics has been a 1980s initiative
developed as ati alternative and pre ferred flood estimation method for Nen Zealand. This approach

.

was based on the comprehensive 1975 flood studies revieu carried out iii the I]nited Kingdom,

This resulted iii the publication -Flood Frequency iii New Zealand-, (McKerchar and Pearson
1989.)

1-his approach relies on defining on a regional basis two ftood parameters: the mean annual flood

(Q) and the ratio between this meati annual flood and the 100 >earreturn period flood, Qloo.
McKerchar and Pearson examined these parameters for all reliable New Zealand tlood recorder
sites greater than seven yearsdata upto 1987. C Ontours were then drawn defining regions where
these parameters could be considered the same.
In effect it means that information from a recorded catchment can be used to estimate flood sizes of

nearby similar catchments.

The contour plots are simply printed on one AA sheet for the whole of the South Island. this being
indicatiw of the general level of (in) accuracy. These regional contour plots are least accurate

where there are rapid changes in hill topography and/or very few flow recorders. In the hilly

Marlborough Sounds area there ere no flow recorders, and the contour plots are least accurate.

.

Tile closest flow recorders were on the Wairoa. Motueka. Pelorus and Collins well to the west on

the higher. weller hill country of the Richmond Ranges: or comersel> on the Taylor and Waihopai
rir ers in the drier east coast area to the south of the Wairau.

To directly use McKerchar and Pearson's #+ork in the Soundsi required extrapolated guestimates of
the contour plots.

Inthemid 1 990swithsomemoreinformationlestablished modified regional flood formulae for

preliminary use throughout Marlborough including the Sounds. This was based on McKerchar and
Pearson "s principles but using more recent data and including other observations.

A ke> question is the degree to which the high flood run-off ralies of the Richmond Range River
further west applied to Pieton and the eastern Sounds: or whether flows here were intermediate to
the lesser ilood run-off of the Taylor Riel- to the south.
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Rainfall information (Tomlinson 1980) shoi,s tlial storm rainfall reduces with progression east
across the Sounds. Flood run-offcoull therefore be expected to be less iii Picton tlian recorded
areas further west. A similar drop off iii rainfall occurs to the south of the Richmond Range.

Furtheruseful iii formationwaN obtailied from good measul·ement of an April 1995 floodon the
Graham River inlo Whatimaligo Bay: and also on tile Pukaka River into the Wairau Diversion.
During 1995 the Graham River had a water level recorder temporarily established and was gauged

during a significant flood of 41 mJ/sec iii April. 1 his same storm brought the Pilkaka River adjacent
to the south into flood. This flood peak was also measured. I he flood run-offper unit area for these
tvo catchments in this storm was very similar. Previous flood information fi·om observations of the
Pukaka River indicated that this was about a five year return period ilood and that the flood runoff'

from the Pukaka was intermediate between the Richmond range hills and the Taylor to the south.
At that time [ therefore concluded thal the flood run-off from the Grah:1111 Ri\er and other !,ictoll

riwers was also intermediate between the higher run-off to the west and north and the drier Ta>lor
to the south.

Inthe 1997/98 review of the Waitohi (with R Melton of Davidson partners) I therefore suggested
that the 50 year return period tlood was 70 in'/sec. The regional flood parameters for the higher

11111-off Richmond Range area to the west nould have indicated a 50 >ear return period of
95 in3/sec.

l'o be noted that this year K Christensen of this office has interpreted a Waitohi value of
106 m3/sec for a 50 year return period flood from using the extrapolated guestimate contours of
McKerchar and Pearson.

2.4 Further Flow Recorder Information

There is now. in 2004. river flow information from two Sounds rivers, the Kenepuru 29 kniz and
the Rai 210 kinz which was not available to McKerchar and Pearson. The Kenepuru is particularly
valuable because it is well to the east of Picton and likely to indicate trends across the Sounds.

The Kenepuru witter level recorder has been operated by NIWA since 1989 with a concrete weir
installed to improve its low flow accuracy. Vital Ilood gaugings were carried out in 1992 and 1997.

l-here were also seven years of data recorded by the Marlborough Catchment Board from 1980-87,
but without any flood gaugings taken and without the concrete weir.

There were some peculiarities about the data and the NIWA methodology of extrapolating a flood
rating relationship.

• The hydrographs for the four largest peaks w'cre truncated consistent witli riverbank overflow
occurring at about 100 In/sec flow.
• The weir may only be a control at low flows and be drowned out during ilood flows. and

therefore a less linear extrapolation of the water velocity with increasing flow.

I therefore examined the data iii detail and this is reported on in Appendix I. including determining
a Ilood frequency plot.

I he result of this examination was that I consider thal reasonably reliable results are provided by

the vital Kenepurii record.
The Rai record commenced iii 1988 witli important flood gaugings in 1997 and 200(1. I he flood

rating is presumed correct. and a flood frequency plot was drawn.
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The regional flood parameters (as per McKerchar and Pearson) for these two catchments proved to

be ver> similar. These regional parameters are also ven much in coincidence with the higher
rainfall Richmond and Bryant range parameters of the Wairoa, Motueka, Pelorus. and Collins
rivers further west.

This indicates that the one pair oiregional Ilood parameters applies for all the Sounds rivers
(including the Picton area).

Q = 5Aa and Qion

-2.4 Q

(Q is the mean annual flood: 0,00 is the 100 year return period flood).
Applying these formulae to the Waitohi catchment indicates a 100 year flood for the Waitohi of
121 m/sec and a 50 year return period flood of 109 m3/sec,

2.5 Flood Hydrology Summary
There is a significant margin of error in the calculation of flood flows for the Waitohi River and
this will continue to be the case for the foreseeable future.

For the Waitohi River there are several different approaches of estimating flood sizes using
different pieces of in formation. This has resulted in credible 50 year return period flood estimates
ranging from 70 m/sec to 109 m;/sec. The higher figures are more substantiated as they are based
on more and more receiit information.

Furthermore Council's preferred design nood standard is the 10% larger 1 in 100 year return period
rather than the Building Act standard ofa 50 year return period flood. The February 2004 flood of
130 m·/sec is assessed as a 1 in 200 year return period event.
rhe preferred design flood figure forthe Waitohi istherefore 120 m3/sec andithis 100 year return
period flood n ozild be tlie required figure for new structures. Given the margin of error of the

assessment. a pragmatic minimum requirement to upgrade the existing structure is recommended as
90 m'/sec.

2.6 Existing Wharf Culvert Hydrai,lics
Davidson ( for the Picton Borough Council) checked and agreed on the design flood Size with the

.

MacAllan (for the Harbour Board).
The key liydraulic requirement was to:

To pass 80 nr'/sec {50 yearllood) with an intel level 012.47 metres and these flood flows to
comcide with high wider ordman:,pring tide.
Howe\·er there is no record ofativ cheek bv Davidson of the uharf culvert h>draulics.
The culvert hydratilics uere examined by R Melton and myself in 1997/98. Fortheculveitto

perform to those specifications the original design must have presumed -

• 1 hecuh'ert tobellouing asan openchannel withexceptionally smooth walls and floor.
• A freeboard of onh 100 mm betneen the u·atersurface and theculvert soffitt

The culvert is not extremely smooth. On the contrary it is less smooth than normal concrete
because ofthe growth oi crustacea. In 1997 an examination ofthe culvert found crustacea of 5 nim
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height growing up the nalls covering the tidal range of 1.1 metres. over its full length. Larger
40 m Iii size mussels cover a small lengtli of the cuh ert at its outlet and or er a height of 0.4 m.
The smoothness of the underwater bottom was less easily judged. but its environment is such that a
imoderately worn pitted surface would occur.

Iii these conditions a moderately higher Mannings n friction co-efficient of 0.014 is appropriate.
and inserting this value into the Hydraulics anal>sis reduces theculvert flood capacity by 25%
compared to a value of 0.011.

A freeboard of only ]00 min is also too little. The freeboard is very important. because ifthe free
\fater surface touches the culvert ceiling an increase in culvert resistance will occur. thus reducing
the culvert capacity. As the flow is close to critical flow, significant surface waves can be expected

with a high chance oftouching the culvelt ceiling thils decreasinu culvert capacity. This will cause
the water level to rise to ceiling level throughout the culpert and thus a sustained reduction culvert
capacity.
To be noted is that open channel flou cannot be achieved at HWOST sea level of 1.40 m. because

the ceiling level at the culvert outlet (1.27 m) is already 0.13 ni below' that level.

hi the 1997/98 review therefore Melton (Davidson Partners) advised that the culverl capacity be

considered to be 59 m3/sec under a freeboard consideration of 250 mm. This would increase to an

estimated 65 m3/sec with the removal of the crustacea. Iliese crustacea have since been renio·ed

and are now checked annually. 1-]iese figures were agreed by myseliI

Our analysis also showed that the effect of the tide was minor and of much less consequence than
the wall hydraulic friction.

[t could be noted that the culverts \vill he able to handle reater flows than this if surface w·aves do

not develop and the flow does not touch and then cling to the ceiling of the culverts. The
likelihood ofthis happening is not known, but is clearly more likely to impinge against the roof
when carrying tree debris amd/or the 10% of the time that it is at high tide.
In very favourable conditions calculations indicate that a flou of 85 113/sec could be passed.

(Favourable conditions being freeboard ofless than 100 mm. recentlycleaned culvert. smoother
inlet conditions than standard text book values etc).

Once the water level reaches the ceiling of the culverts the flow severely reduces. before increasing

Slowly
again as the water level backs up behind the culvert. By the time stopbank overtopping is
reached Melton has estimated the flow would be 68 in'/sec: though it should be noted that this
calculation is sensitive to assumptions of the hydraulic friction of the ribbed culvert ceiling and
cillvert entry losses.

The culvert capacity for design purposes is therefore considered to be 68 m'/sec. even ifit can at
times reach higher flow than this.

3. Flood Detention by Storage
In the 1998 review it was recognised thal the Waitohi Domain rugby grounds would provide ilood

storage i f banking was put around it (and back up Kent Street tributary) to a level of 3.0 metres.
This enabled some 12,000 m3 of storage to be provided,

A higher level of banking than this was considered impractical.
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The degree of flood mitigation will be dependant on the shape of the ilood hydrograph. There will

be a greater flood reduction in peaky- flood events and less flood reduction in long slow flood
peaks.

A design hydrograph shape was detennined from examination carried out of typical flood

hydrographs recorded on similar sized rivers: especially the flood from the Graham River in April
1995. A hydraulic study was carried out using this design hydrograph shape. which showed the
rugby grounds storage to absorb some 5 m3/sec ofthe flood.
l'his storage will not come into play until the flood le& eis have reached the culvert ceiling atid the
capacity of the culert is reduced and is backing up flow.

l'he tion into the rugby grounds storage helps offset the reduction in culkert capacity when its
ceiling is reached. rather than reducing the flood peak directly. The combined design culvert
capacity (68 mvsec) and storage should be considered to be 73 ni'/sec.
Following the 1998 nood this storage \+as constructed and other impro\ements on lower Kent

Street drain. 'I he $ 1 00.000 cost wasjointl> funded by Council and Port Company.
The February 2004 flood was very peaky mid it is possible that the rugby grounds storage absorbed
some 10 In3/sec of-the flood peak.

Iii the more typical situation the storage can be expected to absorb 5 m3/sec oftlow, This 5 m'/sec
may however be less valuable than a 5 m'/sec oi-culvert capacity increase. This is because storage
only comes into play after the water level has reached the culvert ceiling and its capacity reduced.
The storage will lessen flood breakout elsewhere rather than directly reduce the flood peak.
Storage can be doubled by lowering the rligb> ground level to below sea level and thereby recreate

an estuary of what is currently the rugby ground. This storage would then absorb some 10 In3/sec of

flow. with mitch of it directly offthe flood peak. Obviously this excavation of some 20.000 m3 of
material will be at sonic cost. as well as the land value involved.

Also to be noted is that Barnes Dani stores some 50.000 m of water for water supply. if

alternatively the dam was used for flood storage the Waitohi flood peak would be reduced by
approximately 20% - about the amount required.
1 his would require abandoning the dam for water supply storage as the dam operational rules for
flood storage are directly opposite to those for water supply'. A flood retention dam requires the

dam to be held empty so as to absorb the flood: a water supply dam holds the dani full for slow
release during droughts.

I herefore there are options of increasing Ilood detention storage, but the>' are expensive and liave
other significant drawbacks.

4. Possible Wharf Culvert Improvements
4.1 Scoping Review of Improvement Options
The current ciilvert capacity (and storage) is considered to be 73 m3/.sec. The desired culvert

capacity is 120 m'/sec. though 90 m/see is suggested as a pragmatic minimum acceptable figure.
The culvert capacity should therefore be increased by at least 17 in'/sec. and preferably up to
47 m'/sec.
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Following the February floods R Melton of BECA was retai Ined (formerly Davidson Partners) to

provide a scoping report on possible options for increasing the 1108 capacity across tile wharfarea,
A summary of the main points of his April 2004 report is as follows:

I'lie increased tlow capacitv and Rough Order Cost Estimate fur val·ious options are:

-1-

Option

Increased Flow

1. Overflow down [.agoon Road -2

5.0 niks

J . $3.200.000 1

2. Overtlow through marshalling area ]

6.5 in'/s

J. $4.100,000 1

1 New culvert direct to foreshore near Edwin Fox

20.0 m'/s

-1 - $4,000,000 3

4. Additional (same sized) barrel to wharf culvert

23.0 nii/s

_] $4,400,000 -]

5, Increase the height of wharfculvert by reducing

21.0 In'/s

- $3.100.000 -

3.Om /s

-1.$100.000 -1

ceiling thickness (raising ceiling lids) -;

6. Improve entry
7. Install smooth lining to ceiling of existing culvert '

1 ,

5.0 Ill /s

$200,000

It should be noted that the costing is preliminary. There has been no discussion with the port or the
railway companies as to conditions they may wish to impose on options that could disrupt their
operations. The preferred options identified are:
• Reducing the hydraidic losses of the existing wharf culvert by installing a smooth lining to the
ceiling and reducing the inlet turbulence with a reshaped entry. The improved capacity is

estimated at 8 m/sec, at an approximate cost of %30{).000. (The increase in flow is limited. but
the cost is much the least.)
or

• Increasingthe height oftlie existing is·hart culverts by reducing ceilingthickness hy r:liNing the
lids and constructing a ne,; higher smooth ceiling. The improved capacity is estimated at

21 mksec at an approximate cost of $3.1 million. (Moderate cost for a good increase iii capacity).

4.2 Intermediate Option
I here may be an alternative optioti intermediate between RECAs preferred two. Such an option
combines keeping the price donn while getting a reasonably good increased flow of possibly
15 m/sec through the culvert. The characteristics ofthis intermediate option are:
• Optimum culvert inlet conditions comprising:
- Shaped horizontal inlet

Converting cuhert toi a full> open channel for the first 10 metres by complete removal of
the roof (this area appears only used for car parking).

Raising lids of culvert for the next 40 metres (this is under roadways only and not under
railway lines. so probably less disruptive)
• Minimising disruption to rail ferry traffic during construction:
Lining ceil ing of existing culverts for the central 20(1 metres under rail l ines \forking from
within culverts.

• Outlet transition to reduce outlet losses:
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Splay iniz \#alls of culverts for the last 10 metres.
Lifting lids of culverts for the last 50 metres (through car park area, so reduced fern
disruption).

No costing has been done ofthis option. but based on BECA-s scoping report it is likely that the
costs w·ould be on[> about a third of the option of lifting the culvert lids for the full length of the
culvert. ie: likely to be less than $1 million.
K Christensen of this office has carried out computer modelling to assess that this may increase

culvert capacity by up to 15 ne/sec. Computer modellingis not good at eraluating hydraulic
losses at sliarp cliantes of waterways,
I-he hydraulic benefit of changes to inlet and outlet transitions may be better evaluated by a

physical [iiodel study. Opus international Consultants has facilities for such a physical model study
at Loer Hult. 1 he cost of such a physical model study is likely to exceed $100,000.

Alternatively. more information may be a,ailable from specialists in the field.
1-hus it is a significant decision in ilself as to whether a physical model study is warranted to
evaluate culvert improvement options. Before proceeding with a physical study. it will be desirable

to better define the likel>· costs and benefits oisuch a study. A specialist consultant could be

engaged to comment on whether reasonably good information is available from research studies as
to the likelv flow increase.

fhis attractive option warraiits niore detailed Study.

5. Kent Street Tributary
5.1 ]ntroduction

[ he Kent Street tributary on the nestern side ofthe valley is a significant Waitohi tribular>
catchment. It receives stormwater from the western half of Picton and also carries floodwaters

through Picton from the rural western hills beond.
Ihe flood peaks from this catchnient are calculated to be typically 25% of the total Waitohi/Kent
Street system. but this varies depending on storm pattern.

In the February 2004 flood this catchment was in minor flood only with less than 10% of the total
Waitohi flow. Conversely in the 1966 flood Da, idson estimated the peak flows at over 30% of the
total Waitohi flow.

It has four significant tributaries ilse 111
• Muller Street catchmelit

1,76 kniz

• Wairau Road catchment

1.29 km2

• Cemetery Creek

0.65 knf

• Industrial area stormwater

0.16 kne

A review' ofthe hydrology and hydraulics of these was carried out by C C Dapidson for the
Marlborough District Council in 1991 /1993.1 le generall> recommended a 50 year return period
flood should be desiened for.
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Davidson noted a shortage of either rainfall or run-off information to carr> out his alialysis, and

indeed his report led to Council installing the Boolis Valley rain gauge in 1994. There is thus now
further information on flood run-off (see Appendix 1 ) and rainfall (Appendix 2) than there was at
the time of Daildson's review.

5.2 Buller Street Sub-Tributar¥

Davidson estimated a 50 year return period flood of 10.7 m3/sec lor this catchment. His
preliminar> analysis along the 400 m length through urban areas indicated that most culverts were
too small to take this flow and some were as little as 5 to 6 m/sec iii capacity. The channel also is
too small iii Jonie areas to take the flow. My more recent visual observations are consistent vith his

calculations. Floating debris will also block culverts and reduce capacity.
Flood breakout w ill occasionally occur. When this does so some of the Ilood flows will get back

into thechannel with minimal property damaile.
However flood breakout in the lower reaches will not get back into the channel and instead will
continue to flow down Broadway and Buller Streets to flood the Dublin/Devon Street industrial
area.

1 he small culvert under Broadway and the channel through Crafarand Crouch-s property is
probably the worst bottle neck in the s>stem.

A detailed hydraulic review of the cii-rent situation has not been carried out. nor have options for
upgrading the system been examined. A more detailed analysis of the liydraulies of the channel mid
possible upgrade options is required. especially for the reach downstream of Broaday.

Such a review should also use design flood based the hydraulic analy·sis oftlie Appendices of this
report which differ slightly from Davidson's previous estimates.

5.3 Wairau Road Catchment

I his catchment drains from the elevation dowli through Picton. It is the main storinwater outfall for

the western part of Picton. Approximately one-third of the catchment is urban and the watercourse
is piped through Ihere with a 1350 mm pipe expanding to a 1650 min pipe runningdown the Wairau
Road. then Kent Street. [t ioins the Buller Street watercourse where it crosses Kent Street.

Davidson's flood flow estimate is 7.84 m3/sec and culvert size capacity estimated at 8.5 m '/sec.

I'he system therefore should he of adequate capacity.

However it is noted that should blockages restrict flow into the pipe netork then floodwaters will
carry on down the roads to flood the low lying Dublin Street/Devon Street industrial area.

5.4 Cemetery Creek
[ his rural hill creek channel was upgraded hen the refuse transfer station development in the area
was carried out. For its lowest reaches it is directly piped into lower Kent Street drain by a
140Om iii pipe to a ]200 mm pipe down the slope. From Davidson- s figures this pipeline is capable
of safely carr>ing a Ilood approaching a 50 year return period.

5.5 York Street Stormwater
The 16 hectare York street stormwater network drains urban areas of Picton from the south of

Nelson square through to and including the Dublin Street industrial area. It is then piped b)
750 mm pipe across the rugby ground into the Kent Street drairl Ust upstream of tile wharf cillverl.
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.

Dap idsons estimated a 50 year return period flood o f I.59 m'/sec.The 750 mm outlet pipe has an
estimated capacity of only 0.7 mv.sec whici is less than a five year return period flood.

Even this flow is olily achievable provided adequate gravity outfall is available into Kent Street
drain. If gravity out fall is not available because Kent Street utercourse is up, then the pumping
station comes into operation. [ he pumping station has an estimated capacity of 0.42 m'/sec. barely
capable of dealing with an annual event. It could be noted that this is a tidal area and even at high
tide the gravit> outfall is likely to be restricted to some degree.
[t is Council's stormwater management policy that where no secondar> flon path or retention area
exists then the piped s>' stem should be designed for 50 year return period flood. There is no

secondar> overflow path to Kent Street drain or the Waitohi. Nor is there a secondary overflow
patli directl> to the sea. as would have existed before the wharves were built. Furthermore, anv

Ilood retention in the streets will be relatively minor. Clearly the situation is well below Council's
norinal standards.

An> flood breakouts occurring into the industrial area from the Ketil/Buller/Wait·au Street
catchments (as discussed above) will make the situation even worse,

I-his conclusion is consistent with local observation of regular street tlooding
The gra ity outfall pipeline needs to be approx double in Si7.e and the pumping station probably
enlarged even more. More detailed Study on design sizes is required, but a rough order of cost is
$300.000.

6. Waitohi River Hydraulics
From where it emerges onto the floodplain at the railway viaduct, the Waitohi RAer has three
distinct reaches.

6.1 Alexanders iMotor Camp Area
In the 120 ml/sec February 2004 flood the riverchannel carried less than half the flow with
substantial flood breakout on both sides. The lack of channel capacity was due to a combination of
thick gronth of impeding willow tress, a narrow channel and the camp entrance bridge/weir being a

.

major constrictioil.

The willow· trees had not been cut back for ver> man>' >·ears. Since the flood the willow trees have
been removed and the channel slightly widened.

1-he constriction ofthe bridge/weir has been noted for a long time with correspondence on
Council's files over 40 >ears ago on it. but no action taken. The bridge/weir was constructed so
that it raised the bed level of the river some 0.9 metres.

Council has now· approved cpenditure to upgrade the bridge so as to allow lowering of the

streambed to its original level, and disclisbion is going on \vith Land Transport Neii Zealand as to
their making a contribution to this.
6.2 Council Reserve Reach

From Alexander's Motor Camp to Ski I the Waitohi flows through Council reserve. This reach

was nearl> capable ofcarrying the 120 m/sec February 2004 flood, though nith some erosion
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threat to two houses in the vicinity. Since the flood some minor channel improvement work has
been done on this reach in association with riparian planting.

6.3 Downstream of SH 1

For much of the 550 metres downstream of SH I to the wharf culvert theriver hasa low stopbank
constructed on its nestern bank and the railwa, embankment on the east.

The stopbanking is likely to have been carried out in the 196(}s and is reported by Davidsons as

being for a design size ot 57 m'/sec with 0.6 m freeboard. (This equates to a 75 ni/sec flow for a
total Waitohi wharf culvert flow including Kent Street tributary).

The capacity of the channel appears to have been compromised to some extent in the mid 19709 by
a subdivision a stiort distance downstream of Broadwa>. l'hissibdivision created a back section
and appears to have involved an accretion claim that redefined the river bank 4 metres further into
the river. Earthworks. structures and trees have been established on this encroachment cailsinua

con,triction in what was already a narrow section ofthe channel.

During the 2004 flood this constriction caused a rise in flood levels of approximately I metre. This
resulted in nood breakout on the western bank which proceeded down to tlood the Devon/Dublin

Street industrial area. The houses adjacent to the breakout area in Market Street were not directly
flooded because their floor levels were sufficient[, high.
In the July 1998 flood the constriction raised water levels by approximately half a metre, but it is
not known ifthis contributed to the flooding.

The Waitohi channel capacity at which flood breakout starts is probably approximately 60 m/sec.
As water levels increase the Waitohi channel will also carry increased flows as well as there being
increased flood breakout.

The flood capacity of this channel bottleneck is therefore commensurate with that of the e\isting

wharf culvert. Improvements to channel capacity at this constriction should be carried out in
parallel to improvements to the wharf culvert.

There is no room for Waitohi channel expansion onto railway land on the eastern bank here.
Channel expansion will need to be on the privately owned land to the west. Careful design of any
channel Kidening works would be required so as to minimise impact on this land and land entry
would have to be negotiated with the landowner.
l'ree removal and control is also desirable on riverbed land in the vicinity, and again. discussion

with adjacent riparian landowners would be required.

7. Waikawa Stream

7.1 Background of Floodway Construction
The Waikawa Stream is confined in a floodway downstream of Waikawa Road Bridge. This

floodway wasconstmetedinthemid 1980sprimarily toallowtheconstruction ofthemarina. It
was a joint venture between the Marlborough Harbour Board, the Marlborough County Council,
the Picton Borough Council and the Marlborough Catchment Board. Previous to tliese works it
was a braided river which flooded over a width of 100 metres.
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The original floodway design capacity was for 40 1113/sec, The design also required close
maintenance of aspects of tree control. expensive rock work for bank stability and possibly
problems of gravel build up of the deepened channel. A secondar> overflow path down Beach
Road was also identified and minimum floor levels required for houses in the area under a
residential zoning.

Close maintenance of the channel has occurred since local government amalgamation in 1992. It

nas also recognised then that the floodway clianne] should be widened by 4 metres to allow for a

revised design flood of 50 m/sec and the possibility of gravel build up during floods.
Flood\,a> widening to 18 metres width was readily carried out on Council owner land. On non

Council land floodway Kidening and land purchase has generally been reactive on riparian
subdivision.

7.2 Subsequent Floods
1 he 1998 flood was the largest since floodway construction. It was assessed at 35 m'/sec and

sa fely carried by the floodway. but little to spare. The May 1993 and November 1994 floods were
comfortably handled by the tloodwav.

The February 2004 thunderstorm centred on the headwaters of the Waikawa uith an extraordinarily
large resulting flood and the floodway was overtopped.

K Christensen carried out detailed slope area assessments of this flood. He assessed tile flood in

the Waikawa as 100 m'/see. with 80 m''/sec going down the channel and 20 m'/sec overtopping
through Council reserve and down Beach Road.
One house just nooded above floor level. and that was an area of extensipe gravel build up in the
channel and bank erosion where rock rip rap proved to be inadequate.

This recent 2004 flood is the onl> flood to have caused significant gravel movement and build up,
which influenced flood breakout. The gravel that built up in the channel has been removed.
7.3 Flood Size Review

Appendix ldetails Sounds Regional Flood formulae based on the Kenepuru and Rai records.
Applying these formulae to the area of lie 9 km2 Waikawa catchment results in a recommended
100 year return period of 70 m'/sec for the Waikawa floodway. This is greater than the previous

design figures of 40-50 m/sec.
This recommended 70 Iii''/sec is less than the 100 m'/sec estimate fur the February 2004 flood
which is believed to have a return period in excess of 200 years.

7.4 Further Actions

I he proposed widening to 18 metres of tlie Waikana floodu,ay throughout its length is expected to

allow it to just cope with the revised enlarged Ilood flow of 70 m'/sec.
Over recent years Council has been more proactive in trying to acquire and widen the stream
channel to 18 metres, This has been further expedited since the 2004 ilood. Acquisition ofone
important block of land is expected in the near future.

Unfortunately some of the riverbed and riparian land is Maori titled land in multiple ownership,
man> no longer living locally. Negotiations are pro; ing slon·. A consultant has been appointed to
further e.\pedite the matter H it]) the Maori trustees and Maori I.and Court.
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The February 2004 flood has loosened a considerable amount of gra,el n hich is anticipated to be
swept into the floodwa> reach during floods. This has been inspected and reported on by
R Sutherland of PALMS. Plans are well advanced l'or a gravel detention area upstream of the
bridge.

8. Miscellaneous Streams

8.1 Graham River, Whatamango Bay
The whole ofthis catchment was in the e,tremely heavy rainfall zone ofthe Febriar> 2004

thunderstorm. K Christensen estimated the flood flow at 1 85 m'/sec. approximately double the
previouslyconsidered 100 year return period flood.
There are no river control works on the river. The river broke out of its channel and inundated the

lower Iloodplains. The channel itself carried less than a third of the floodwater.

Tlie storm also loosened a considerable amount of gravel debris iii the catchment. which has been

inspected and reported on by R Sutherland of PAI.MS This material can be expected to work its

way down into the floodplain section of the channel and thus reduce the capacity of the channel
there.

The lower floodplain is zoned for residential subdivision, with a dozen lots created by a 1950s

subdivision. However only two houses are on it, with the most recent one required to have a
minimum floor level - which saved it from flood damage iii the Feb 2004 flood. lhere is also a
DOC camping ground at risk from floodine.
In recent hears there has been discussions with thelandon·ners regarding the feasibility oiriver
control works to protect the land from flooding to facilitate development of the subdivided land.
Eveti before the February 2004 storin an uncompleted study was underway with consultants oil
flood hazard mitigation measures. The study to date had indicated a ilen bridge was likely to be

required as well as significant stopbanking. The February 2004 flood has confirmed that there is a
substantial degree of flood risk here.

From the regional flood methodology of the Appendix it is now recommended that the design 100

year return period tlood be 120 U/sec and tliat particular allounce needs to be made for channel
aggradation. Further analysis of the flood hazard and possible mitigation works needs to use these
parameters.

8.2 East Picton Milton Street Streams

l'here are ten mmor streams running off steep hill country that cross Milton Street and Waikawa
Road before ioining the larger stream in Council's Victoria Park Reserve.

These streams were on the edge of the high intensity minfall zone oftlie Febi·Liary 2004 flood.
Although significatit surface overflows occurred there was no maior propert> dainage. Some minor
problems that occurred have been fixed.

Davidson's 1993 plans indicate the channel and culvert capacities ai·e about adequate for a 50 year
return period storm. Hone,·er it is noted that sediment movement. vegetation growth and poor
condition of some of the culverts make for a dynamic situation, A more detailed review is
warranted.
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8.3 Waikawa Stream Tribiltaries

There are various minor streams ilowing through the Waikawa residential area. Iliese were a little
affected by the February 2004 storm. as their catchments were outside of the intense rainfall zone.
One of the larger catchments - Endeavour Stream - has been recently reviewed by K Christensen
as substantial urban development is occurring. Christensen's h>draulic analysis was very similar to
Davidson-s earlier analysis and channel upgrading n.orks are being planned as a resource consent
condition for the land developer. l'his revien confirms the hydrologic:it parameters used as
appropriate.

Revie\vs of the other tributaries are also required, and will be best done in co-ordination with
development proposals.

.
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9. Summary and Conclusions
(a) Picton and Waikawa have had river and stormwater works built over the years to minimise
flooding of urban areas. rhese works were designed and constructed with limited
hydrological information and at times limited hydraulic anal>sis. The Marlborough Ditrict

Council is now the single organisation responsible fur ensuring such Ilood mitigation works
be to tile required standard.
(b) This report reviews the more and better hydrological information now available for flood
estimation in the Picton/Waikawa area. The report also discusses previous hydraulic

assessments of the capabilities of the Waitohi, Waikawa and their tributary streams to safely
carry· such flood flows.
(c) Key results ofthese analyses are detailed in paragraph (f). Nevertheless there is still

significant margin of emor iii assessment of flood flows fortlie rivers in the Picton area. This
will continue to be the case for the foreseeable future.

(d) While much channel upgrading work has been carried out following the February 2004 ilood.
there is a significant flood hazard in various areas because • Flood tlows are assessed to be Lip to 20% greater than previously considered.

• The hydraulic performance of some channels and culverts has been inadequate.
• Sonic chaime Is and culverts have not been constructed and/or maintained i o a defined

hydraulic standard.

(e) The most concerning flood risk area is that ofthe Picton industrial area in the Dublin
Street/Devon Street area. ['he flood hazard was madie worse by the 1970 construction of the
wharf reclamation area. The fiood hazard arises from -

• Inadequate stormwater main outlet pipe and pumping station.

• The triple culvert under the wharves being too small to carry the full Waitohi flood
flows.

• Overtlow fromtheinadequate capacityofthe Kent Street tributary.
• Overflow from the Waitohi upstream because of a constriction in the river associated
witha 1970"ssubdivision.

I D The recommended flood capacity increases to achieve a 50 year return period standard are:
• Storninater gravity outlet pipe from Dublin Street across the rugby grounds doubled iii
capaeit> to approx 1.5 iii'/sec.
• The associated stornmater pumping station trebled in capacity to approx 1.2 111/sec.

• The Waitohi River triple cillvert under the wharves increased by at least 17 m'/sec. this
being a minimum of 25% increase in current capacity. This would achiexe an

assessment of a 50 year return period flood at the optimistic end of the range of tlood
estimates. The preferird increasc is 47 mYse¢ (65% increase) toan assured 100 year

retitrii period standard.
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• The constriction in the Waitolli River downstream of Broadway removed so as to enlarge
the main Waitohi by 25% to at least 75 in3/sec.

• rhe Buller Street branch of Kent Street tributar> increased in capacity to appi·ox

15 mYsec. requiring doubling the capacits of some culverts and reaches.

(g) Detailed investigations of upgrading options is recommended for all these flood hazard
sources. The more siraightfor\vard investigations that could be done primarily by Council
staff v,ith as needed local consultants are:

• New larger stormwater pipe across the rugby ground.
• Enlarging of the stormwater pumping station.
• Increasing the capacity of Buller Street branch of Kent Street Drain.

• Waitolii River improvenients.
• Investigation of other sinal ler streams and rivers as outlined in Section 8.
(h) Options for increasing the capacity of the Waitohi triple culve,1 under the wharves are much
more complex. An initial scoping report has been carried out by Beca consultants. They
should be retained for more detailed investigation of the following options:

• To gain 17 m3/sec by raising the ceiling oftlie culvert (increase 2 I m3/sec) and
dispensing with rugby ground storage (less 5 m3/sec), approx cost $3.1 million; or

• To gain 8 m3/sec by making the existing culvert as smooth as possible by lining ceiling
and shapilig entrance: or
• To gain approx 15 iii'/sec by ali intermediate option that raises the ceiling of the culvert

at the critical top and bottom ends of the culvert while simply smoothing the middle

section. This intermediate option may be a pragmatic blend of good flow increase at
reasonable cost of perhaps $1 million: cir
• To gain 47 mi/sec.

(i) Further upgrading work is required on the Waikawa Stream floodway so as to increase its

capacity by 50% to 70 m3/sec and the construction ofa gravel trap. These works are in hand.

though land ownership complexities are slowing down the process.
0) Regional flood formulae hane been developed thr use in the general Sounds area which can
be used f'or further flood hazard analysis in developine areas such as Whatamango Bay.
Ngakuta Bay, etc. These are approk 20% higher than previously thought.

(k) Rainfall intensity tables have been confirmed to use for urban storniwater design for the
Picton/Waikawa area. I liese are similar to preiously used figures.
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Appendix 1: Regional Flood Recorders

Kenepuru Stream Recorder Information
Since 1989 a water level recorder has been operated by N lWA on the Kenepuru Stream at the head of the
Kenepum Sound.
The recorder issited 300 metres from the sea upstream of tidal effects. The catchment area is 29 kinz,

The NZMS 260 map series indicates a river slope of some 1:100 at the site.
The channel is a steady 10 metres wide with steep banks 2.5 metres high. Outside the banks is the I km
wide floodplain of the river falls away to the south from the riverbank. Flood flows overtopping the banks
will then spread away from the river.

The bed is reasonably stable and in 1990 NIWA increased the stability by installation of a shallow dished
concrete weir the full width of the riverhed. The weir creates a shallow rapid of 200 nim fall in the water
level. I-his provides a critical velocity- Ilow control at low flows. As the flow increases this control will
become drowned out and in floods control \vill be determined by the hydraillics of the channel

downstream. The recorder itself is only I metre upstream of the \\cir, so there will be differing
drawdown effects with flow si/e.

.

.

Photo 1 Recorder and wear vieMed from bridge
*64/
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Photo 2 Det.ul of,ieit anti recordir

I-he bridge 30 metres dou nstream is .some 12 metres w'ide. spanning thefull i,idthofthenatural river
channel, The bridge abutments will certainly ha, c no effect on stream hydraulics at all but high flood
flows and even then are not likely to have a significalit effect.The bridge soffitt is higher than bank level,
so not will affect flood nows.

Flood Rating Analysis
N I WA has managed to earry out three vital flood gaugings on 10 July 1997. These Eaugings of up to
29.6 m3/sec were taken from the downstream side oftlie bridge. hus some 35 metres dounstream of the

recorder. Given the remoteness of the site and the short duration ofthe flood peaks, NIWA did verv well

to obtain this set of flood gaugings. Another pair of- flood gaugings of tip to 15 m3/sec was carried out in
the August 1990 flood.
A previous water level recorder had been operated by the Marlborough Catchment Board from 1980 to
1987 at a site closer to the bridge and without a concrete neir. No Ilood gaugings w'cre made at the site,
so that the high stage rating was simply guestimated.

A peculiarity of the water level record is the truncated nature of the flood hydrographs for the larger 1993.
1991 1995 and 1998 floods. This was clearly due to flood floms overtopping the banks and spilling away
from the river. MDC staffconfirmthat such overilon·sdid occur in 1998 through observations ofsilt
debris left on the road some distance away.

NIWA established a flood rating curve from extrapolation of this Ilow gauging data.
I have made an independent assessment of this important flood rating extrapolation.
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It was noted that the flow/stage rating relationship at the weir itself could be more complex in flood flows
as the weir becomes, drowned out and the closeness of the recorder to the weir. Preference was therefore

given to extrapolating the gauged river cross section at the bridge.
Extrapolation of the rating curve was guided by use of the Mannings flow equation relating the flow 0 to
on-site parameters.
Q= A x R35 x I /11 x S'/5.

The area (A) and the hydraulics radius (R) are directly related to the river cross section and vary u ith
change in stage (depth).

Figure 1
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A plot (Fig 1 ) was made ofilow against deptli, where the deptli was the recorder stage less 0.35 metres to

allow for the fall between the recorder upstream and the gauging site.
It was found that the equation:

0=2KA Rh plotted through the recorded gaugings quite smoothly.

For 1/n x S'/. to equal 2 is satisfied by a value of hydraillie roughness n = 0.050 and water slope s = 1/100
and these are indeed appropriate estimates for the site.
This extrapolated flood rating requires flood velocities of 3.3 iii/sec at the highest stages before bank

overtopping at flows reaching 100 Iii'/sec and more.

A check was also made on the implied flood velocities at the slightl> wider channel at the recorder weir.
1-he implied velocity at peak flood stage is 2.9 In/sec. (Sce Figure 2 for Stage velocity and Stage Area
plots at recorder weir).

These calculated flood velocities are quite credible velocities.
This resultant tlood rating curve is in good agreement with the NIWA flood ratiiig curve. At moderate

floods (20 in>/sec) it is iii exact agreement. butasthe flow inereases the rating becomes less than N[WA-s

so that at 100 mi/sec it is some 10% less.

NlWA advised that their rating required the surprisingly high velocity of 3.85 m/sec at the recorder weir.
However this appears to be an error in their cross sectional survey of the river channel there.

Recommended Flood Rating
A rating cune forthe whole period is therefore recommended as follows
The existing NIWA rating up to and includingthe 0.885 stage o f 20.00 cumees. and above this
1.450 m

40 m'/sec

1.91 Om

60 ne/sec

2.300 m

80 1113/sec

2.500 m

94 m'/sec

2.850 m

113 in/sec

3.500 m

155 m*sec

This upper section of the rating is about 10% lower than the prepious NIWA one. To be noted is that
flood peaks over 2.500 metres spill over the banks. The rating above 2.50 is an extrapolation of

presuming that the channel banks rise further to contain this flow.

Interpretation of Truncated Hydrographs of Major Floods
The shape of the flood hydrograph up to the bank level of 2.5 metres is indicative of the likely shape hadi
the banks contained the flow and the peak level that would have been reached.
From the hydrographs shape estimates were made of what the peak would have reached had the flow been

so contained in the channel for tlic four Iloods that this has occurred. 1 hese are plotted on Figure 3 and
Figure 4.
93516

up from 2.622 to 3.00

941108

up from 2.628 to 2.850
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951005

up from 2.545 to 2.700

980701

iii from 2.655 to 3.500

The extrapolated rating was applied to this which then enabled a record o f annual flood peaks front 1989
to 2004 to be established.

Figure 3: Kenepuru presumed flood hydrographs if no channel overtopping.
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Figure 4: Kenepuru Stream presumed flood hydrographs if ni, channel overtopping.
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1980 - 1987 MCB Record

The 1980- 1987 record collected by the Marlborough Catchment Board can also propide useful
information. The previoush guestimated nood rating had enabled provisional estimates of annual ilood
peaks for these years.

The meaii annual flood peak fur this seven years of- record has been calculated as 101 m.3/sec, This figure
is some 33% higher than the 76 m3/sec flood peak ofthe 1989 to 2004 record.
An adjustment was therefore made to the guestimated flood rating by simply dividing it by 133%. thus
producing a record of the 1980 - 1987 tlood peaks.

Flood Frequency Analysis
A Gumbel distribution flood frequency plot was applied to the Kenepuru record.
(i)

The 1989 to 2004 record. buton]>using the Lirtain' flood estimates: ie: omitting the 1993,1994
and 1998 flood peaks.

(ii) Thewhole 1989-2004 record plus tlie 1980 - 1987 record, thus including the 'uncertain' points.
I his is plotted in Fieure 5.

1-0 be noted is that the same single line fits both sets of data very well. Also to be Iioted is that the data
points for the two largest floods in 1993 and 1998 plot under the line. The predicted estimates ofthese
floods that broke out of the channel ma> therefore be conservatively low.
From this frequency plot

Q = 76 mJ/sec
£)103 - | 90 ni/sec
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Figure 5:
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As the area of the catchment is 29.0 knf. the regional paranieter results are:

Q-5.IAX
and 0100 - 2.5 Q

Rai Recorder

The Rai recorder was established in 1986 at a stable rock waterfall/rapid on the Rai River. Good flood
gaugings were carried out in 1997 and 2001.
The Rai RRer drains 210 kme ofthe western area of the Sounds that drains south to the Pelorus River.

NIWA-s flood ratings and their flow record were presumed to be correct.
A Gumbel ilood frequency plot of the annual flood peaks was drawn using standard TIDEDA plotting
function (Fiuure 6).
From this:

Q -=345 m3/sec
Qi. = 800 mvsee
And parameters are

Q =4.8 A R
(hoo = 2.32 Q
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Figure 6
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Conclusions

This new information of regional tlood parameters for tile Rai and Kenepuru catchment are the most
relevant flood flow records for Marlborough Sounds rivers.

lhe regional parameters for these two catchments is very similar. Those regional parameters are also very
much in agreement with regional flood parameters for the Motucka. Wairoa. Pelorus and Collins draining
the Richmond and Brvant ranges further nest.

For all the Sounds, including the Picton area. the one pair of regional flood parameters is appropriate.
C =SAD F
Q„,0 = 2.4 Q

For the 18 1,111 Waitohi River this indicates a 100 year return period of 121 mUsec and a 50 year return
period flood of 10% less at 109 in/sec.
I-he calculated 100 year return period for the Waikawa is 70 m3/sec.

Flood figures can be similarly derived for the smaller rural tributary streams
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Appendix A2 Picton/Waikawa Rainfall Analysis
Supplied: Kyle Christensen
A review of flood hydrology and design rainfall figures has been initiated following the February 2004

Picton/Waikawa flood event. The rainfall analysis is impoitant in that it provides updated analysis and

figures for urban stormwater design as well as providing information to compare Ihistorical design data
with.

C.C. Davidson. asaconsultant tothe Pictoil Borouuh Council and Harbour Board. carried out the

majority of stormwater and river control design work in the Picton/Waikawa region. At the time of doing
this work ( 1970-1985) best practice design for wigauged catchments was to use rainfall and catchinent
data iii the Rational Formula or 1 M 61 computat ion.
The critical rainfall parameters used by Davidson vere deriped from the daily rainfall record from the
Picton Free,ing works. Using the daily rainfall figures, Davidson estimated design rainlitil depths for the
30 min and two hour durations based on national ratios from N G Robertson (1963). These figures are
shown in the table below.

In 2004 we have significantly more data to analyse to provide better estimation ordesign rainfall
parameters for the Picton/Waikawa region. rhe Boons Valley recorder has 10 years of recol·d
(1994-2004) and was also within the area of high intensity rainfall experienced during the February 2004
event.

Other rain gauges in the Marlborough Sounds region also provide good information to compare with the
Boons Valley data. The Turiakino rain gauge. iii the outer sounds. has 25 years ofrecord ( 1979-2004) and
there isalso 11 >ears of historic record (1974-1985) from the Koromikorainfall gauge. The other data
source is the i [IRDS estimation. which is considered the least accurate because of the interpolation over
significant distances.

A summary of the analysis is given below for a selection of durations & return periods for the purpose of
comparine the different sites.

The at-site analysis has been carried using Gumbel ( EV 1 ) frequency distribution and Gringorten plotting
position.

Table 1. Summarv of Rainfall design depths in the Marlborough Sounds Region
Rainfall

Site/Analysis

2.33 yr

(mm)

24 hr

2 hi·

C.C. Davidson

101

Boons Valley 1994 - .lan 2004

Rainfall

.

20 yr

(mm)

30 min

24 hr

2 hr

30 min

25*

13*

206

50*

1*

101

28

I2

200

43

20

Boons Valley 1994 - Feb 2004

101

35

I5

200

7I

32

26

Koromiko 1974-1985

134

3I

I4

240

52

Tuiiakino 1979-2004

195

48

22

342

70

35

HIRDS Waikawa

Jjj

2N

j3

/,92

47

2J

HIR[)S Picton

109

26

j1

/72

43

2{)

Note: Figures with * have derived from daily rainfall records from the Picton Freezing Works using
formula from Robertson (1963).
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Discussion

The best source of information for determining Picton/Waikawa rainfall characteristics is the Boons
Valley recorder. This recorder is in close proximity to the areas of interest and also has the most recent
dataset. The only limiting factor is the relatively short length of record. There is also some difficulty in
how to incorporate the extreine Febriian 2004 event. There are two options for dealing with this event the

first being to leave it out and conclude that it was an outlier and not statisticall> representative wlien
anal>sing the site. ihe other is to sa> that it was a measured event that occurred and it should be included.
Including the data from this event has a significant effect on the design rainfall paraiiieters produced by
statistical analysis.

I-o determine which method provides the most relevant design data. the regional characteristics of rainfall

parameters can be analysed. There are two other rainfall stations. which provide data for the Marlborough
Sounds region: these are the Tunakino Station (1979-2004) and the Koromiko Station (1974-1985).

['he regional characteristics, which have been used to analyse the validity of the Boons Valley design
figures. are the ratios of 24 hour to 30 miii and 2 hour rainfall depths. This is similar to the methods used
bp Robertson (1963) and romlinson (1980).

.

Table 2. Summary of regional rainfall characteristics
Ratio to 24 hr

Region/Analysis

Rainfall depth
2.33 year

20 year Return

Return Period

Period

30 min

2 hr

30 min

2 hr

Boons Valley (1994-Jan 2004)

0.12

0.28

0.10

0.22

Boons Valley (1994-Feb 2004)

0.15

0.35

0.16

0.36

Koromiko ( 1974-1985)

0.10

0.23

0.11

0.22

Tunakino ( 1979-2004)

0.11

0.25

0.10

0.21

0.15**

().30 **

Robertson ( 1963)

0.12

0.25

0.12

0.25

Tomlinson (1980)

0.16

0.32

0.16

0.32

Marlborough Sounds

Blenheim

Blenheim ( 1942-2001 )

0.34**

New Zealand overall

**Note Blenheim (1942-2001) data provided by OPUS using General Extreme Value (EV2) analysis.
1-he length of the Tunakino record (25 years) and its good fit to the EV l probabilit> distribution provide
a good level of confidence in the figures derived from this record zip to a 50 year return period.
Comparing the Tunakino data with the data derived froni the Koromiko record (11 years) provides very
consistent, Marlborough Sound„ regional characteristics.

rlie characteristics from the Boons Valley analysis excluding the February 2004 event are very similar to
Marlborough Sounds regional characteristics derived from the Tunakino ancd Koromiko records. This
indicates that the Sounds area can be considered to have distinct regional rainfall characteristics that differ
from the okerall national ratios. The Blenheim figures confirm that there can be significant variation

between regions and that National ratios (l'omlinson & Robertson) can only be considered approximate.

With the inclusion of the February 2004 event the figures from the Boons Valley analysis become 50%
ereater thaii the Marlborough Sounds regional ratios.
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1 his confirms that the Feb 2004 was an erceptional event and that the analysis of the Boons Valley
record excluding the Februar> 2004 event provides rainfall data for Picton/Waikawa tliat is consistelit
with Marlborough Sounds regional characteristics.

The 20 year return period design rainfall depths used by Davidson in 1992 are slightly higher than those
derived from this assessment. The Davidson figures are 50-100 year return period minfalls based on the
latest assessmoit.

The HIRDS figures for Picton and Waikawa provide very similar figures for the shorter duration depths
from the latest assessment of the Boons Valley data. As the duration increases the HIRDS figures are
generally higher thati those from the Boons Valley record. The I lIRDS figures provide a useful
comparison but the figures derived from analysis of the Boons Valley record are considered to be more
accurate.

Recommendation

• The Boons Valley rainfall record provides the best information for urban stormwater design in the
Picton/Waikawa area.

• Currentanalysis of this rainfall record excludesthe February 2004 event as an (,zillier based on the
Marlborough Sounds regional characteristics from the Tunakino and Kori)miko rain gauges.

• The depth duration rainfall figures given below currently provide the best information for urban
stormwater design in the Picton/Waika\va regicin.

• These figures may be reviewed in the future when there is a longer length of record from the BOons
Valle> recorder.

Table 3 Picton/Waikawa Design Rainfall Figures
Return

Period (yrs)
2.33

Duration

30 min

15 min

7

12

5

1 hr

18

15

73

2 hr

3 hr

6 hr

12 hr

24 hr

28

36

52

75

101

34

44

66

99

139

l 0

11

18

26

38

51

77

119

170

20

13

20

29

43

57

87

137

200

50

16

23

33

49

66

101

161

239

100

17

26

36

53

72

111

180

267
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